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BIG WINNERS of the contest to name the new newsletter of the Department o£
Speech-Communication: First, Donald R. Browne. (Should we also say all the news
that's fit to heap"?) Second: "Speakeasy" submitted by Charles Braithwaite, a
devotee of the adventures of Elliot Ness.
GRAD STUDENTS from the department acquitted themselves well on the program of the
national SCA Convention in Chicago this past November.
Moya Ball, "An Analysis of the Small Group Decision-Making Culture of the
Johnson Administration in the Escalation of the Vietnam war"
Barbara Braun, "Production Environment and Production Techniques of Marty
and A Night to Remember: A Comparative Analysis of Two Landmark Shows from
Television Drama's Golden Age"
Clark Olson, "An Historical Comparative Perspective of Interstate'' and
"Ihecretical Considerations and Standards for the Use of Turnarounds"
Chris Reynolds, "Winning Oration:

A Contemporary Argumentative Perspective"

Other graduate student happenings:
David Bastien, "Perspectives and Practices: Innovation in Language Teaching
and Learning'', 13th Annual Conference on South Asia, Madison, Wisconsin,
November 2-4, 1984.
Jan Meyer was lecturing 1n Thailand over the break.
Jon R. Wendt, "DIE:
397-l+Ol.

A Way to Improve Communication," CE, 33(0ct. 1984),

A GROUP OF GRADUATE students working with Professor Petronio are optimistic
about setting up a special fund to which alumni can contribute. The fund will
help support travel to conventions by graduate students and, if successfully
inaugurated, will be tax deductible through the University Founda~ion.

I~

wELCOME BACK Amy Whitehead, M.A. candidate, and Ding-ren Tsao, Ph.D. candidate.
Amy has been in Arizona and Ding-ren is on the faculty of National Cheng-Kung
University in Taiwan. Both plan to complete degrees this spring.

DAVID RARICK 1s on sabbatical leave for 84-~5. He is doing qualitative measurement of broadcast audiences and researching programming strategies of minorityappeal broadcast stations. Is it necessary to do those things in Venice,
California?
DONALD BROWNE has completed two chapters for a new book on comparative broadcast
systems. The book and a series of articles took most of Professor Browne's time
this past fall quarter.
sigTAR INTERNATIONAL presented a certificate of appreciation to William Howell
last May. Howell, a leader in the development of Intercultural Communication,
was recognized for his contribution to intercultural education, training and
research.
NOW TrlAT HE is retired, it is difficult to notice a great deal of difference in
his daily activities, but Professor Howell reflects on the Emeritus status "that
my retirement which began June 30, 1984, is perhaps not typical, since I taught
a full schedule second summer session and was teaching half-time fall, 1984 and
spring, 1985 in our beloved Department. This is known as Tapering Off, rather
than Cold Turkey. Note that winter quarter, 1985, is F~EE! My wife Jessie and
I will spend a couple of months exploring the west coast of Florida. How do I
feel about retirement? So far, euphoric!"
ERNEST BORMANN'S BOOK, Force of Fantasy: Restoration of the American Dream will
be. issued by the Southern Illinois University Press January, 1985. Bormann has
been invited to deliver a paper at a conference sponsored by the Nederlands
Instituut of the Riksuniversiteit, Groningen, January 28-30. The conference
\lill be attended by about twenty Dutch scholars and small delegations from West
Germany, Great Britain, and the United States. Bormann's paper is entitled
"Fantasy Theme Analysia of Presidential Debates."
THE WESTERN SPEECH Communication Association Convention in Fresno, California,
this February will be the scene for Charles Braithwaite to deliver a paper ''A
Question of Honor! Mythic Expression Among Vietnam Veterans." A related paper,
"Social Drama as a Form in Cultural Communication: Vietnam Veterans and ("The
Nemorial'", will appear in Communication as Performance edited by J. Mcct.ughes;
it is in press with the University Press of America.
~L\RK'

YOUR CALENDARS: T~e Annual Departmental Recognition Banquet is tentatively
scheduled for May 30, 19"85. Current plans are to hold the banquet at the .. Great
Hall" on the St. Paul Campus.

AND AN EDITORIAL NOTE: we hope that you have enjoyed this inaugural issue.
Please give items for the next issue (or the next, or the next, or the next) to
Bea Dehler.

·,.J
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COMMENTS on the new venture. Associate Dean of CLA Roger Page congratulates
our endeavor, but remarks that our first pile of news-and-notes will have
exhausted our supply of scraps. That means, of course, that he thqught #1
was mighty potent. But here's a second. Professor Emeritus E. w. Ziebarth
wrote, "While I am deeply moved by the suggestion from a colleague that the
newsletter be called 'Speakeasy• I rise, reluctantly of course, to raise
two questions: First, that name identifies the publication with one 'Easy'
who has been known to speak, and two, it has, in the marsh of memory from
prep school days, a poignant meaning not to be lightly missed. In either case,
I welcome its publication."
E. W. ZIEBARTH is spending the winter in Hawaii.
forward to as a Professor Emeritus!

See, folks,

wha~

you can look

ERNEST BORMANN and WILLIAM HOWELL just signed a contract with Harper and Row
to revise their book, Presentational Speaking for Business and the Professions.
Howell said that joining Bormann in a project feels like getting on the Bullet
Train in Japan! "You know you will go lickety-split and you t...ron't stop until
the end of the line."
A COMMITTEE of graduate students have joined Professor Sandra Petronio to discuss
procedures and hopes for getting papers accepted for conventions. The committee
urges more efforts focused in such a direction. Incidentally, the deadline for
submitting for the 1985 {next November) Speech Communication Association Convention
is February 15. See the bulletin board outside 403 Folwell or you:r: favorite
professor--they know everything.
"RADIO NORMANDIE, CAPTAIN PLUGG AND THE BBC," by Donald Browne is scheduled to
appear in the Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television in March.
YOU can get round-trip airline tickets to Indianapolis on American Airlines or
Ozark or Republic for only $138. Why would you want to do that? To go to the
Central States Speech Convention in April (4-5-6). Act soon.
THE IOWA TV CONFERENCE will also be in April--24-27 in Iowa City. You may submit
a paper as late as April 1 to Bruce Gronbeck, Dept. of Communication Studies,
u. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242. Critical analyses, metacritical conceptualizations,
investigations of industry, and discussion of the role of media critics.

NEED RESEARCH SUBJECTS? Professor Richard Sykes has a supply from Speech 3401-normally, he says, about ninety students per quarter seek extra credit by volunteering.
INTERIM ADVISING OFFICE is now offering evening hours (Mondays, Winter Quarter,
7:30-9:30) to serve extension and working students who may not find daytime hours
convenient. All speech-communication folks should know that they can refer
prospective majors to interim advisers Marty Barnum and Kirk Millhone, Room 404
Folwell Hall.
SPRING QUARTER REGISTRATION begins February ?2. Every year we find many students
stymied because they have not seen their advisers early. Waiting until the last
minute is not wise. It would not be amiss to remind students in all classes that
they should see advisers early, that advisers may not be available fifteen minutes
before "but, but I have to register!"
THE FIRST MEETING of the Graduate Students Dining Club was a success, in spite of
the white-out that was breathtaking to experience but not welcome to all the
evening of January 24. Moya Ball admitted that she had been attracted to "amateur
theatricals" as a young person in England and then preceded to demonstrate her
claim. A member of the COMM POST staff was heard to remark that he was nostalgic
for the good-old-days when all students (and even professors) of our subject
could speak ~s vigorously and directly as did Ms. Ball.
THE NEXT MEETING of the Graduate Students Dining Club will be Wednesday, February 27.
Viking Village again, up Snelling just a wee bit from University. Mr. David
Lapakko will be the speaker. Mark your calendars, graduate students and professors,
and come.
SOIREE. The winter end-of-the-quarter gathering last November 30 at which Ms. Joan
Lund played some Schubert and Debussy piano music has led several persons to
suggest that other persons in the department might have talent and that the
possibility of their performing could give focus to other informal, social gatherings.
Although some of the suggestions of who might be talented were absurd, we are
listening for modest coughs to lead us in exploring possibilities, so take care
when you cough.
THE DEBATE TEAM recently braved a midwestern storm to attend a tournament at the
Billy Graham Center at Wheaton, College, Ill. (See gentle readers, what you
learn? You didn't even know that there was such a center). Twenty-seven teams
competed from an eight state area. The next action will be at the birthplace of
the Republican Party (but you already know where that was and is so we won't
mention Ripon, Wisconsin) February 8-9.
GRADUATE STUDENTS looking for long term support and research experience should
practice their modest coughs around Professor Richard Sykes. Rumor has it
that he may soon announce the receipt of a great sack of grant money and be
looking for RAs. Watch this space.
YOUR EDITORIAL SERVANTS, B. Dehler and R. Scott, solicit humbly but insistently
your bits for CommPost-ing. Slip your slips to either, no questions asked-unless, of course, they are puzzled about details. Since this enterprise is
still in its formative stages, you may wish to suggest the sorts of things you'd
like to see CommPost-ed and even those you'd like not.

~
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FOLWELL HALL 404 (INTERIM ADVISING OFFICE) says thanks to all of you who told
your students to see their advisers. The rush is on! And for those of you
who are advisers also--keep smiling! Is the new system working? Well, people
seem so determined to get into our department, that they're willing to retake
classes to meet the grade average requirement. We just can't discourage them!
But maybe it will give us catch-up-time? Like adding an extra year of high
school takes the pressure off the job situation, or delaying your employees paychecks one pay period helps your company's cash flow problems--well, you get
the idea.
·
ASAKO UEHARA has received a Doctoral Dissertation Special Grant for $1,000
from the Graduate School.
MARTHA BARNUM'S article, "In Support of Bilingual/Bicultural E_ducation for Deaf
Children" was published in the latest issue of American Annals of the Deaf. The
journal handles a variety of issues which affect hearing impaired and deaf children.
PROFESSOR JUDINE MAYERLE spent a week in New York City in February doing research
in the area of live television anthology drama of the 1950s. One of the persons
she interviewed was George Roy Hill whq directed the 1956 Kraft Television
Theatre production of "A Night to Remember." Hill loaned Professor Mayerle
materials on "A Night to Remember" to assist her in her research, including
his short script, set designs and studio floor plan, and the only complete
kinescope in existence of the production. Professor Mayerle's research is
funded by a $5,000 grant she received from the Graduate School.
GRADUATE STUDENTS planning to take their Master's or Ph.D. written examinations
on April 17, 18, & 19th should consult with their advisers as soon as possible,
if they have not already done so.
CLAUDE-JEAN BERTRAND, a
speaking on "A Critical
March 11. His visit is
and Mass Communication,

professor at The French Press Institute, will be
Assessment of The French Mass Media" on Monday,
sponsored by the Department, The School of Journalism
and The Department of Concerts and Lectures.-

PROFESSOR VERNON JENSEN had articles in the most -recent issues of Central States
Speech Journal ("Robert G. Ingersoll: 'True Believer' Unbeliever") and Rhetoric
Society Quarterly ("Metaphor in Argumentation").

PROFESSOR ERNEST BORMANN attended a conference on applications of communication
and rhetorical theory at the University of Groningen in the Netherlands,
January 28-30. The conference was limited to a total of twenty participants.
Bormann's paper "Making a Fantasy Theme Analysis of the Presidential Debates
of 1984" will be published as part of the proceedings. Bormann also went to
Frankfurt, West Germany where he made plans with Dr. Lothar Berger to replicate
in West Germany the study his political communication seminar conducted last
fall.
PROFESSORS SANDRA PETRONIO, JUDITH MARTIN 1 and ROBERT LITTLEFIELD had their
article "Prerequisite COnditions for Self-Disclosing: A Gender Issue" published
in Speech Monographs, Vol. 51, No.3 (Sept. 1984).
DAVID LAPAKKO spoke at the February 27th meeting of the Graduate Student Dining
Club. The question he tried to answer was "Do speech communication professionals
have the same idea as the general public about what a 'good' public speech is?"
Mark your calendars for meetings on April 23 and May 16.
SUMMER RESEARCH GRANTShavebeen awarded to Professor Rosita Albert for
"Intercultural Relations Between Ispanic and Anglo-Americans" and to Professor
Judine Mayerle for "Cagney and Lacey" - The Contradiction of Success in
American Prime-Time Television."
FACULTY AND GRADUATE STUDENTS are contributing used speech communication books
to Kansai University of Foreign Studies in Osaka, Japan, and Kobe City University
of Foreign Studies in Kobe, Japan. Former University of Minnesota speechcommunication students are now back home teaching English and Communication,
~
and appreciate very much these English language resources. Anyone desiring
to donate books may leave them in Dr. Jensen's office (317 Folwell Hall).
KEEP ON THE LOOKOUT for this quarter's Public Speaking Workshop. Plans are
being made to integrate with other organizations. This could be something
big.
ENROLLMENT FIGURES for fall 1984 are in. 29 Masters and 38 Ph.D. students
enrolled in Speech-Communication, for a total of 67. This placed us #10 out
of the 20 in the Social Sciences Division of the Graduate School. Undergraduates:
282 premajors and 373 majors for a total of 655.
SEVERAL GRADUATES of the department have said that they'd like to receive
CommPost regularly. Well, we'll be happy to put names on a mailing list
and entrust copies to the u.s. Postal Service. However, the USPS now wants
22¢ a crack! So we'll make a list of folks out there who want CommPost if
folks will send us $2.00 to pay for postage.
YOUR EDITORIAL SERVANTS, B. Dehler and R. Scott, solicit humbly but insistently
your bits for CommPost-ing. Slip your slips to either, no questions asked.
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WELCOME BACK TO SPRING QUARTER. How appropriate that it started on April 1
preceded by 14 •. 7" of snow on March 31. Blame it on those folks who goofed
off in Scottsdale and other such places during "the break." The snow falls
on the just and the unjust!
PROFESSOR RICHARD SYKES reports that this year the search committee's job was
both easier and more pleasant than in the past. There were many fewer
applications to read {about 25). From talk with others who were seeking
candidates to fill positions at other universities, it appears that this was
true nationally. We were also pleased with the very high quality of the
applicant pool. Marshall Scott Poole, Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, currently
teaching at the University of Illinois, Urbana, has accepted our offer and
will be joining our staff in September.
PROFESSOR ERNEST BORMANN spent the week of February 25th - March 2nd in
California where he delivered three lectures at the california State
University at Sacramento and two lectures at Santa Rosa Community College.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has recently informed us that all three of our nominees
were granted Graduate School Fellowships for 1985-66. We now are hoping
they will all accept the awards.
A SELECTION COMMITTEE of Professors Scott, Jensen and Sykes has chosen Ms. Moya
Ball for our departmental nominee for the William w. Stout Fellowship and Mr.
Tom Endres for the Thomas F. Wallace Fellowship. Good luck to both Moya and Tom.
PROFESSOR EMERITUS WILLIAM HOWELL has returned from his winter vacation and
reports the only event resembling work was talking to the Wednesday noon bag~
lunch research meeting of the Speech Communication Department at the University
of South Florida in Tampa on March 13. Our own gang is much livlier and
does more heckling.
THE DEPARTMENTAL "SWEATS" DAY was a great success. The winners of the contest
were: "Classiest" sweatshirt, Barbara Braun; "Tackiest" outfit, Tom Endres;
and "Most Unique" Greg Olson.
THE JOYS OF HUNTING: Says Dawn Ohlendorf Brathwaite, "Impatient universities need
an answer by Monday. They want me, but want the dissertation finished by next
week. Surf Bum University will call me for a phone interview today, and then
Desert College wants Charles to call them back. They want Charles, but only want

me if I'll teach Scuba Diving." That all has ended. Dawn and Charles
Braithwaite have both been offered tenure track Assistant Professorpositions
at the University of Minnesota, Morris beginning this fall.
MS. GWENDOLINE REID, one of our Ph.D. candidates spent five weeks last September
and October in the United Kingdom doing research for her dissertation. She is
making a study of Winston s. Churchill's theory of speaking as compared to his
practice. Most of her research was done in London in the British Library, the
House of Lords Record Office, The University College London History Library,
the Cabinet War Rooms, and the Lmperial War Museum, where she had an interview
withhistorian Peter Simkins. As a retired highschool teacher, Gwen says being a
graduate student is an exciting change.
PROFESSOR GRETCHEN BARBATSIS (Ph.D. 1979}, Michigan State University, is currently
working on the Fourth International Conference on Television Drama. Pre-Conference
Workshops begin May 18. The actual conference dates are May 19-22, 1985.
For more information see Professor Judine Mayerle in 411 Folwell Hall.
GRADUATE STUDENT DINING CLUB, renamed COMMDINE will have two spring quarter meetings,
April 23, 1985 and May 16, 1985. Ms. Dawn Braithwaite will be the guest speaker
at the April meeting.
PROFESSOR EMERITUS WILLIAM HOWELL spoke at the Des Moines Area Community College
JAPAN Week on April 3. His topic was "What You're Saying is Not What They're
Hearing."
PROFESSOR ERNEST BORMANN'S book The Force of Fantasy: Restoring the American
Dream has been published by the Southern Illinois University Press. He also
just signed a contract with Harper and Row to revise his book Discussion and
Group Methods.
DAVID BASTIEN, a Ph.D. graduate student in our department recently learned tha~
The Strategic Management Research Center has included his study of the human
dynamics of corporate mergers and acquisitions as a part of its overall
program of research on the management of innovation.
TOM ENDRES, Forensics Coach for the u of M, reports that the team is going to
Nationals. The CEDA Debate is scheduled for the 1st week of April in Reno,
Nevada. The American Forensics Association Tournament will have four U of M
persons competing in Baltimore, Maryland April 12-16, and in Huntington, West
Virginia, on April 24-28, six competitors will be at the National Forensics
Association Tournament.
PROFESSOR JUDINE MAYERLE recently returned from spending three weeks in Los Angeles
during the winter quarter doing research in the areas of live television
anthology drama of the 1950's and current network prime-time programming.
~
PROFESSOR GEORGE SHAPIRO recently received a Bush Fellowship to do research in
leadership communication while on sabbatical leave during 1985-86.
THANK YOU to all persons who are out there being served by the u.s. Postal
services who have sent $2.00 to help cover postage. Several informed us
that $2.00 does not divide evenly by .22. Gee, we thought our plot to get
rich would never be uncovered. OK. Send $2.20 if you're fussy about
numbers.

J
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JUDITH MARTIN, Assistant Professor of Intercultural Communication will be
presenting a paper at the annual meeting of the International Communication
Association in Honolulu, May 25, 1985. Her paper, "Patterns of Communication
in Three Types of Re-entry Relationships" was accepted as one of the top
eight papers in the intercultural division. She has also just returned from
a winter quarter research leave and reports that her leave was very
productive.
ALUMNUS JOHN I. SISCO (Ph.D., 1966), currently Head of the Communication Dept.,
University of South Florida, and long a mainstay of the Southern Speech
Communication Association (President and Executive Secretary), will leave
this summer for Northern Arizona University where he will direct a new School
of Communication being formed there.
MARTHA BARNUM has received a Partial Graduate School Tuition Scholarship for
spring quarter.
KAREN MUSOLF'S book review of F. G. Bailey's TheTactical Uses of Passion: An
Essay on Power, Reason, and Reality appeared in the most recent issue of
the Rhetoric Society Quarterly.
DR. DONALD BROWNE and AMRA RIDJANOVIC, a graduate student in the department
participated in a one day Symposium on the Crisis and Direction of Global
Communication in the 1980's which was held on campus on April 13, 1985.
Dr. Browne's topic was "International Radio Broadcasting and the Third World"
and Ms. Ridjanovic's topic was "Yugoslavia's Position on the New World Information Order." The symposium was sponsored by the Minnesota International
Student Association and funded by the Minnesota Daily and the Minnesota
Journalism Center.
EILEEN SCALLEN (M.A., 19.83) has been elected president of the prestigious
Law Review Board of the University of Minnesota Law School.
LEONARD BART has retired. Winter quarter was the-last Professor Bart has taught;
his health after many years of teaching in spite of difficulties made a
reluctant decision necessa~. Professor Bart, who received a CLA/University
College Distinguished Teaching Award in 1977 will be missed by his students
and colleagues. An appreciation dinner is being held May 2.

l

DR. VERNON JENSEN has been invited to present a paper on a panel on British
Public Address at the Eastern Communication Association convention,
Providence, RI, May 2-5, honoring the memory of.two schola~s in that
field who have recently died--Everett Lee Hunt and Charles Daniel Smith.

DR. DONALD BROWNE has had a paper on RIAS Berlin (broadcasting from West Berlin
to East Germany) accepted for inclusion in a book on Broadcasting over the
Iron Curtain to be published in Great Britain later this year.
DR. SANDRA PETRONIO and THOMAS ENDRES were ranked 6th out of 75 in the SCA
Convention competitive papers for the interpersonal and small group division.
The title of their paper was "Dating and the Single Parent: Connnunication
in the Social Network." The paper has been accepted for publication in the
Fall issue of the Journal of Divorce.
DAWN BRAITHWAITE spoke at the April 23rd meeting of COMMDINE on the subject of
"I'm a Person First: Looking at Ablebodied/Disabled Persons' Perspective."
The next meeting is scheduled for May 16th.
THE 2ND ANNUAL SPEECH-COMMUNICATION NIGHT AT THE METRODOME is scheduled for
Friday, May 17th. The Minnesota Twins will be taking on the Toronto
Bluejays (a real intercultural experience) • .
DAVID LAPAKKO, a graduate student in the departmen~ is teaching a CLA Honors
Colloquim this term, "What Do We Say and What Does It Mean? Ancient and
Modern Concepts of Communication."
AMRA RIDJANOVIC and NANCY REIST presented papers at the 1985 Iowa Symposium and
Conference on Television Criticism •. Amra's paper title was "The USSR News
Coverage on Network Television News" and Nancy's paper title was "Women
in Science Fiction: A Comparison of the Roles of Women in Dr. Who and Star
Trek." Nancy Reist also presented a paper, "Living in the Global Village:
The Roles of Intercultural Interviews," at a conference on "Language and
Culture: East Meets West" at the East-West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii on
March 18-22.
DR. CHARLES BANTZ is reviewing dissertations nominated for the W. Charles Redding
Organizational Communication Dissertation Award. The winner will be announced
at the ICA meeting in Honolulu. Last year's winner was Maryan Schall, Ph.D.,
University of Minnesota. Advisers were George Shapiro and David Rarick.
E. W. ZIEBARTH-will be receiving an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree
this spring by vote of the Board of Regents. He has served the University
as Chairman of Speech, Theater Arts and Speech Pathology, Dean of Summer
Quarter, Dean of General Extension, Dean of CLA and Interim President.
ERNEST BORMANN'S Phi Beta Kappa oration of last spring entitled "The American
Scholar" has been published in the new edition of Representative American
Speeches.
THE SPEECH-COMMUNICATION BANQUET recognizing persons graduating has been
scheduled for Thursday, May 30, 1985 at the North Star Ballroom on the
St. Paul Campus. Anyone interested in attending may call the main Speech
Office at 373-2617 for more information.
ITEMS FOR COMMPOST?

Keep those cards and letters coming, folks.

....)
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JUDINE MAYERLE and graduate students Kris Anderson, Robbin Crabtree, and
Elizabeth Paisner participated in the International Conference on Television
Drama at Michigan State University in East Lansing from May 18-22. Their
panel consisted of four papers which explored different aspects of their
topic, NORMAN LEAR'S "PABLO" - THE FAILURE OF SUCCESS. Helen Hernandez, a
vice-president of Lear's production company, Embassy Television, which
produced the short-lived situation comedy during the spring of 1984, was also
on the Minnesota panel and responded to the four papers as well as to questions
and comments from the audience.
RUTH ROBERTS will be spending the upcoming summer months in Pakistan. She
will be part of a 14-member American research team completing anthropological,
sociological, and intercultural communication field research studies on a
minority population in Karachi. Rumor has it that, with respect to temperature
extremities, a summer in Karachi is comparable to a winter in Minnesota which
just goes to show that Ruth has adjusted well to Minnesota.
JOHN BURTIS will serve as respondent to five papers on the subject of
"Applying Ethical Standards in Tournament Management," at the Denver SCA.
Mr. Burtis also had "Agency as Agent: A Rhetoric of Deniability" accepted
as a competitive paper in the Rhetorical and Communication Theory Division
for presentation at SCA in 1985.
THE SECOND ANNUAL SPEECH-COMMUNICATION NITE AT THE DOME: forty-five energetic
fans from our department attended the Twins-Blue Jays game on May 17th.
We had some fine seats just past third base (unfortunately it was not
prime foul ball territory) and each gamegoer was provided with a bag of
"goodies" to keep them occupied during any dull stretches of the game (which
was the first 8 1/2 innings). Unfortunately for those people who left
the game early, (the Twins were losing 6-1 in the bottom of the 9th), the
Twins started hitting and ended up WINNING the game in the 11th inning, 7-6.
CLARK OLSON, now a faculty member at Arizona State University, and working on
his dissertation,will be presenting a paper "Teaching the Argumentation Course
from a Multifaceted Perspective" at the AFA/SCA Summer Conference on Argumentation,
in Alta, Utah this coming August.
He also presented a paper "Topicality1 and Topicality2 : A Quest for
Distinction," with Janet M. Vasilius at the Western States Speech Association
Convention in Fresno, California last February.
GAIL HANSON was the department's nominee for a Graduate School Dissertation
Fellowship for 1985-86.

VERNON JENSEN will present a paper on Thomas Henry Huxley at the meeting of the
International Society for the History of Rhetoric, Aug. 28 - Sept. 2, 1985, at
St. John's College, Oxford, England.
JAMES CHESEBRO (Ph. D., 19 72) Queens College, New York, is the current editor of
Communication Quarterly.
THE LAST COMMDINE of the year was an eventful evening as seven graduate students
of Ernest Bormann presented the findings of their in-depth research on the
rhetorical visions of the Growe-Boschwitz campaign. Char Berquist will
coordinate the COMMDINE meetings next year. She is looking for your ideas
and graduate student volunteers for speakers.
DING-REN TSAO will be presenting a paper at the 4th International Conference
on Chinese Philosophy, July 14-18 in SUNY Stonybrook. The title of her
paper is "From Yin-Yang to Communication: An Introduction to Kuei Ku Tzu's
Theory of Persuasion. "
KIRK MILLHONE gave a public lecture at the Science Museum, St. Paul, April 30th,
on "Amazon Kayak Adventure Storytelling".
APPLICATIONS FOR SINGLE QUARTER Graduate School Tuition Scholarships are
available in the Graduate School Fellowship Office, 422 Johnston Hall.
Deadline for Fall 1985 is August 9th.
J. LOUIS CAMPBELL (Ph.D., 1978) ·has recently moved to the Department of Speech
Communication, Penn State University, Altoona, PA.
JAN MEYER was in Bangkok, Thailand April 28 - May 5 to conduct a "Flight Deck
Communication Skills" workshop, at Thai International Airways. The
course included twelve members of pilot-management and four captain-candidates.
Upon return, she was informed that she has been nominated for the Burlington
Northern Faculty Achievement Award for 1985-85 at the College of St. Thomas.
SANDRA PURNELL (Ph.D., 1973) will be a Juris Doctor officially in the UCLA
graduation ceremonies in a few days.
THE DEPARTMENTAL RECOGNITION BANQUET was held on May 30th. Approximately
150 persons attended with 60 of those persons being honored guests.
Announced were the winners of two awards--The Marguerite Garden Jones
Award ($1,200) was given to Ms. Verna Corgan, a graduate student working
on her M.A. degree. MS. Karen Wittkop, a senior here at the university
received the Larry Wilson Award ($2,000) for Outstanding Scholarship.
ORIENTATION for TAs prior to classes next fall will be held on September 18-20.
Further details will be mailed during the summer. A committee of graduate
students are already at work on the planning.
We hope you have enough COMMPOST to fertilize your gardens all summer.
us bits and scraps for the fall.

Send
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WELCOME BACK! At the urging of Professor Judine Mayerle, I watched a
bit of the Emmy Awards a few weeks ago. I did not find these terribly
engrossing until I fell to musing on the art of self-congratulation. But
that makes me wonder about our efforts to CommPost, so I shall not
pursue the topic further now. Rather, welcome. Here we go again!
Another academic year. If you are wondering about leadership, remember
(1) that George Shapiro went away on sabbatical to study it and
(2) your Chairperson is the one who invented Dept'l Chirp as a proper
abbreviation and mode of address. RLS
THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE we hear of alumni who recently obtained new jobs or
have changed jobs. No doubt we have missed many such changes but we do
know of the following:
Martha Barnum--St. Mary's Junior College, Minneapolis
Dawn Braithwaite--University of Minnesota, Morris
Barry Brummett--University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Bassey Eyo--St. Cloud State University
JoJean Ewart--Washburn University, Kansas
Andy King--Louisiana State University
Sally Murphy--University of Pittsburgh
Patricia Palmerton--Hamline University
Laurinda Wright Porter--St. Cloud State University
John Stone--Honeywell, Inc.
RICHARD SYKES reports that since returning from leave on July 4, 1985, he has
been busy starting up his research project on alcohol abuse. This is the
first year the project has been funded and was awarded about $285,000 for
the first two years. The project focuses on small group behavior in public
drinking places. During the first phase observers will be doing a systematic
observational survey of groups in a random sample of approximately 1000
public drinking places in the Twin Cities. Graduate students interested
in learning observational methods are invited to discuss working on the
project with Dick or Rich Rowley, Research Administrator of the project up
in 409A Folwell Hall.
JERRY PEPPER will be joining Kirk Millhone up in the Undergraduate Advising
Office, 404 Folwell Hall. They plan to keep approximately 20 advising
hours per week during fall quarter.
MARSHALL SCOTT POOLE, Ph.D. University of Wisconsin, has joined our staff this
fall coming from University of Illinois, Urbana. His office is located in
401B Folwell. Welcome to the U of M, Scott.

SANDRA PETRONIO &JUDITH MARTIN recently received word that their article
"Ramifications of Disclosure: A Gender Gap" will be published in the
Journal of Clinical Psychology this coming winter or spring.
DALE G. LEATHERS (Ph.D., 1965) recently completed his term as President of the
Southern Speech Communication Association. His presidential address, "Impression
Management: Selling Yourself in the Real World," was presented in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina. His communication training activities include a projected trip
to London where he will present a communication and sales training program
with a college.
VERNA CORGAN was awarded a second year Graduate School Fellowship of $1500
to continue her work toward her Master's degree in Speech-Communication.
JULIE BELLE WHITE (Ph.D. 1975) has been appointed the Director of the Master
of Arts in Organizational Leadership at the College of St. Catherine. This
is a new interdisciplinary program, combining coursework in Management,
Economics, Organization, Communication, and Ethics. She also continues to
teach half-time as an Associate Professor in the Communication, Telecommunications,
and Theater Department.
DAVID RARICK has returned to the university from his sabbatical leave. He has
been studying the programming and competitive strategies of commercial classical
and jazz radio stations across the United States. He has also been researching
various radio and TV audience research companies.
VERNON JENSEN had a brief article published this summer in the first issue of a
new speech magazine in Shanghai, People's Republic of China.
JOAN LUND has recently been accepted into the School of Music here at the
University of Minnesota. Her instrument is piano. Good luck Joan--we are
all proud of you!
THE SPEECH ASSOCIATION OF MINNESOTA ANNUAL CONVENTION was recently held in
St. Cloud, Minnesota. Faculty and graduate students who participated were:
William Howell. who discussed "Current Issues in Speech-Communication".
Robert Scott & Richard Tremaine.. participated in a panel on "Religious
Issues and Experience: How Do They and Should They Affect the Speech
Classroom?"
Charles Bantz & Dawn Braithwaite participated in a panel on "The Ferraro
Phenomenon".
Kathleen Watters discussed "Rhetorical Types as Consultants".
THE DEPARTMENTAL RECOGNITION BANQUET has been scheduled for Wednesday, May 28, 1986.
Mark your calendars.
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DONALD BROWNE traveled to England, Moscow and Tokyo from mid-August to m1aSeptember, gathering data for his book on comparative broadcast systems and
continuing his research on local broadcasting in Great Britain. The culinary
highlight of his trip was mudfish, bordock and egg stew in Tokyo--much better
eating than it sounds! (But would you want to eat it to find out?)
THE 1985-86 DEBATE AND FORENSICS season is moving right along. Coaches Tom Endres,
Kris Anderson, and Adrienne Christiansen have been working with more than
60 students who are interested in intercollegiate competition. With that
number some are traveling nearly every weekend, and tournaments this quarter
have been or will be at schools such as Winona State, Mankato State, Gustavus
Adolphus, UW River Falls, Kansas University, and Bradley University in Peoria.
COMMDINE (Speech-Communication Graduate Student Dining Club) held its first
meeting October 29, 1985. 27 faculty members and graduate students attended
the pizza dinner and presentation by Tom Endres on the Rhetorical Visions of
Never Married Mothers. The next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 26th
at Vescio's Italian Cafe (406 14th Ave. S.E.) in Dinkytown for dinner at 6:00 p.m.
and presentation at 7:00 p.m. David Bastien, a Ph.D. student in SpeechCommunication and Todd Hoslager, a graduate student in the School of Management
will be speaking on "Phyletics and Archetypes: Towards a New Perspective on
Organizational Behavior."
DAVID BUDGE, an undergraduate speech major and teaching assistant in the department,
spent part of his summer in Hollywood winning fabulous prizes. David appeared
on the game show "SALE OF THE CENTURY." He appeared. on four shows, winning three
of them. Among his nearly $6,000 of cash and prizes, was a one-week trip for two
to Hawaii. As your grandmother used to say, "There's more than one way to skin
through college expenses."
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th was Worst Tie Day in the Department of Speech-Communication.
Approximately 25 people participated and prizes were awarded to Ernest Bormann
for his Oreo Cookie string tie; Lori Abrams for her Mickey Mouse tie; and
Cindy Hanson for her rubber chicken around the neck tie. An impartial judge--Len
Bart, was brought in from his condo in St. Paul for this special event.
MOYA BALL is scheduled to conduct a colloquium for CLA honors students spring
quarter. Much less auspicious for the sake of departmental reputation, R. L.
Scott is also scheduled for a CLA honors stint: a seminar on eloquence of
all things. But things will be brighter in Spring as Professor Rosita Albert
will conduct a CLA Honors Seminar.
COGS (Council of Graduate Students) has elected Ruth Roberts to serve on the
CLA International Studies Committee.

THE FOLLOWING FACULTY AND GRADUATE STUDENTS will be participating in the SCA
Convention in Denver this coming November 7-10:
Charles Bantz will chair a panel on "Organizational Case Studies of Control,
Culture, and Confirming Communication" and will also present a paper,
"Events Without Context: The Use of Historical Context in U.S. Television
News Stories"
Dawn Braithwaite, "Impression Management and Redefinition of Self by Persons
with Disabilities"
John Burtis, "Agency as Agent: A Rhetoric of Deniability" and will chair a
panel on "Applying Ethical Standards in Tournament Management"
Vernon Jensen, "Ethics in Practice:

Whistleblowing"

Clark Olson will participate in a panel on "Forensics Theory and Practice:
Which Direction in the Future"
Sandra Petronio and Thomas Endres, "Dating and the Single Parent:
in the Social Network"

Communication

Christina Reynolds, "Coaching Strategies in Contest Rhetorical Criticism"
Robert Scott, "Persona and Accommodation in Perelman's Rhetoric"
MARSHA DOYLE (Ph.D. 1982, currently teaching at University of South Florida)
has recently had an article based on her MA thesis on Barbara Cartland accepted
for publication in the Southern States Speech Journal.
THE DEBATE AND FORENSICS TEAM is preparing to host the annual Gopher Gambit
Forensics Tournament here on November 15 & 16. Last year's tournament was
one of the largest in the district, and the same impressive turnout is expected
this year. The question on everyone's lips is, "Will Tom wear his sleeveless
jacket and impersonate the Lou Holtz updated Macho Gopher?"
SCOTT POOLE reports that moving to the Twin Cities in a U-Haul truck was not
any more fun than moving anywhere else in a U-Haul truck. While still checking
for loose teeth resulting from an eleven hour drive in a truck with no springs,
he really likes the Twin Cities, especially the great music and good drama.
He does wonder why both newspapers here are hyphenated? The Minneapolis StarTribune and the St. Paul Post-Dispatch were obviously combinations of competing
newspapers but why not retitle them rather than create such cumbersome names?
(Coming soon The Minneapolis-St. Paul Star-Tribune-Post-Dispatch-Co~ost.)
LORI ABRAM'S paper "Medical Communication: Needs, Trends, and Solutions" was
presented in absentia at the Medical Communication Conference at James Madison
University, VA, Oct. 1985.
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FALL QUARTER is winding down here at the U of M, and the most serious question
currently is who will be the next football coach?
JUDINE MAYERLE spent a week in Los Angeles in early November doing archival
work on live anthology ~elevision drama of the 1950s and interviewing
network and production company personnel concerning current primetime
television programming. She served as a script consultant in October for
an upcoming television special and while in Los Angeles met with the scriptwriter and with Martin Sheen who is the executive producer for the production.
THE UNDERGRADUATE SPEECH ASSOCIATION held their first meeting on November 11.
The agenda consisted of trying to publicize the organization and fundraising. At the next meeting an election of officers will take place.
CHARLES BANTZ completed his term as chair of the Organizational Communication
division at November's Speech-Communication Association Convention. He
has now begun serving as a member of the Legislative Council, and presented
"Events Without Context: The Use of Historical Context in U.S. Television
News Stories," the latter co-authored with Deanne Robinson of the University
of Oregon.
GRADUATE STUDENT KAREN MUSOLF'S paper "Falklands Debate: A Values Perspective"
has been approved for presentation at the 1986 SCCA convention in Cincinnati.
VERNON JENSEN was elected Secretary of the newly created Commission on Ethics at
the SCA convention in Denver in early November.
RICHARD SYKES reports that there are now ten persons working on the alcohol
grant. Most of these are undergraduates who are learning, among other things,
the fine points of interviewing (assisted by David Rarick) and an observational
language for their systematic observations in a random sample of some 700
bars in Ramsey and Hennepin counties.
GRADUATE STUDENT ROBERT MCFARLIN and Charles Bantz have completed and
submitted to the Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media a manuscript
profiling the educational preparation of Twin Cities Broadcast journalists.
THE FORENSICS TOURNAMENT on November 15 & 16 was a great success. It was the
largest held in the district so far this year. 26 schools from a six state
area participated.

BILL EADIE is thought by his colleagues at Cal. State, Northridge, to be
certifiably crazy for wanting to teach at the U of M during winter quarter.
After all, winter in Northridge is the time when the smog goes on vacation
but the sun stays around. Bill pointed out that winter in the Cities is
truly a character-building experience, that the quality of life is so high
that one doesn't notice the below-zero temperatures, and that, besides, it
will do them all good to learn to live without him as department chair for
one semester. Bill is looking forward to working on rhetorical sensitivity
research, teaching large lecture classes, and going to the the Guthrie.
His L.A. friends plan to visit and want to see A Prairie Home Companion.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL has again allocated our department two nominees for
Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships for 1986-87.
GEORGE SHAPIRO recently returned from Hawaii where he did a two day workshop
on Organizational Communication. G~orge reports that the workshop went
well but did not compare to his "hula11 abilities.
IS THERE LIFE OUTSIDE OF ACADEME?

Certainly!

David Dotlich, (Ph.D., 1981) was recently appointed to Vice President,
Human Resources Planning and Development at Honeywell, Inc.
Gail Hanson, (A.B.D.) has used her speech-communication background
profitably by developing an "Organizational Know-How" curriculum for
the First Bank and in assessing managerial competencies for clients
in Wilson Learning Corporation.
David Lapakko, (A.B.D.) will be teaching a morning workshop for public
works offi~ials on "Dealing with Hostile Audiences" or "How To Deal With
NIMBY'S--Not In My Back Yard!"
Jerie McArthur, (Ph.D. 1979) will open offices for her firm, Better
Communications Inc. in January. There she will be joined by her father
after his retirement from 3M. The firm offers a variety of consultant
services in communication
Robert Pekurny, (Ph.D. 1977) and four other writers wrote the 200th
installment of ABC'S "The Love Boat". This particular episode was
described by an unnamed knowledgeable person as "enjoyable and undemanding."
SPURRED BY THE REQUESTS OF OUR ALUMNI and thanks to the efforts of Dawn
Braithw~ite, Paul Oehlke, Sandra Petronio, and those who provided the
financial support, a very successful Minnesota reception was held at the
SCA convention. More than 100 friends of Minnesota filled Dawn's suite
with reunions and graduate student recruiting. The reception was one small
way to thank the generous graduate alumni who have contributed to the
Graduate Student Travel Fund.
THE DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH-COMMUNICATION wishes all of its subscribers an
enjoyable holiday season. Thank you for your "bits and pieces" for
composting. We shall be back in 1986!
DEADLINE for January issue:
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